AMAZING ADVENTURES

THIS IS MANO! THE THING THAT HID ON EARTH!

I TELL YOU I'M CONVINCED THAT HOSTILE LIFE DOES EXIST ON OTHER PLANETS!

HAW! LISTEN TO TEACHER'S PET MAKE A FOOL OF HIMSELF!

EARTHLINGS!! I'VE FOUND THEM AT LAST!
...and why I believe life on other planets is a distinct possibility!

Very good, Jones! It is clear to me why you have earned a scholarship to this school! You're the best student it has been my pleasure to teach in many terms!

Best student—bah! He's too poor to join any clubs or go out on the town like we do! So he has to spend all his time studying!
This amazing adventure happened to me when I was a teen-ager, having no family, and no funds. It was necessary for me to hold down a job after school!

Take Mrs. Stokes' bundles out to her car, Billy.

Yes sir!

Imagine him trying to crash our social set!

Some people just don't know their place!

Thanks, pal!!

It was the same way in school, too!

My father said I could take the whole class on our boat for the weekend!

Hey! That's swell!

I just love sailing!

We'll have a great time!

Yes, everyone's invited--that is, almost everyone! We've only got a limited amount of room! You understand, don't you, Jones?

Sure! Thanks...for nothing!

When school ended that day, I was still feeling hurt and unhappy! On my way to work, I took a short cut through the woods, where I could talk out my anguish!

Just 'cause I'm poor, the rich kids treat me like I was dirt! It isn't fair! It just isn't!

Suddenly, I was aware of a strange odor...

It smells like something burning! Over there--there's smoke coming from the ravine!
I hurried over to the edge and looked down into the ravine! It--it's damaged!--must have crashed-landed!

Jumpin' Catfish!! It's a spaceship!

Someone's there!! He's still alive!

Help me! You must help me!

Who are you? Where did you come from? What happened?

Listen to me carefully, Earthling! Your planet is in great danger! Manoo has landed here!

He is a criminal from an outer galaxy! I was pursuing him to bring him to justice! But he landed on Earth, and when I attempted to follow him, he fired at my ship--causing this!

Now I am weak--too weak to find Manoo! Yet he must be found, before he menaces your entire planet!

Oh m'gosh--I'll tell the police, right away!

No! Do not inform the police! Manoo will be expecting them to come after him! They will never be able to defeat him! If Manoo is to be destroyed, it must be by someone he would not suspect--such as you!!

You must find Manoo...and slay him!

m-me??
LISTEN WELL, EARTHLING! IT IS CERTAIN THAT MANOO IS HIDING NEARBY! SINCE WE HAVE THE POWER TO TRANSFORM OURSELVES, HE HAS PROBABLY ALREADY DISGUISED HIMSELF AS A HUMAN! BUT, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE HIM BY THE FACT THAT HE CASTS NO SHADOW!

AND ONE THING MORE! YOU MUST TELL NOBODY OF YOUR MISSION! FOR, IF MANOO SHOULD LEARN THAT YOU SEEK HIM, HE WILL DESTROY YOU AS THE NIGHT BLANKETS THE DAY!

IT WAS LIKE A DREAM, TOO FANTASTIC TO BE REAL! YET, THERE I WAS, ARMED WITH AN OMINOUS WEAPON AND EMBARKED ON A FEARFUL MISSION!

NOW GO, MORTAL, AND REMEMBER-- UNLESS YOU FIND MANOO, EARTH WILL BE DOOMED!!

AN ALIEN DISGUISED AS A HUMAN... AND I'VE GOT TO FIND HIM BEFORE HE STRIKES!

BUT WHERE DO I START LOOKING? MANOO COULD BE ANYWHERE-- EVEN AMONG THE MILLING CROWDS HERE AT THIS CARNIVAL!

MY ONLY CLUE IS... EVEN THOUGH MANOO'S DISGUISED AS A HUMAN, HE DOESN'T CAST A SHADOW! SO THAT'S WHAT I MUST LOOK FOR-- A PERSON WITHOUT A SHADOW!
I searched the carnival and the main streets of town without success! Then, in order to avoid suspicion about what I was doing, I reported to my job.

You're late for work, Billy!

I know, Mister Miller, I'm sorry, but I had to stay after school to make up a history lesson!

Whew! Thank goodness he believed me! I hated to lie to Mister Miller, but I couldn't tell him the truth and take a chance on manoo finding out I'm after him!

The next day after school, I continued with my desperate search...

An empty freight car would be a perfect place for him to hide!

Maybe he's hiding here, beneath the school stadium!

Everyone in the bowling alley is casting a shadow!

So far, I haven't found a trace of manoo!

There's Billy--coming out of the bowling alley! So that's why he's late!

Drawing the wrong conclusions from what he'd seen, Mister Miller was furious with me.

I don't like shirkers and I don't like liars! From now on you can spend all your time bowling! You're fired!

But...
Bad news travels fast! By the following day, everyone at school knew I had lost my job!

Imagine getting fired from a grocery store? How incompetent can you be?

Some individuals can't hold on to any job, no matter how menial the work is.

But in spite of the merciless ridicule, I had to go on looking, searching, trying to find the menacing man...

Still one place I haven't searched! The theatre! It's been closed all season! I've got to look in there!

I entered the empty theater and started the grim search...

I don't see anything here, except—wait! What's that sound?? It's coming from up above!!

I flashed my light upward, and there on the catwalk was a man... or, what looked like a man!!

Who are you? What do you want here?

I'm just looking for a--a--

Suddenly I saw!! I realized!!

You—you're not casting a shadow!! You're the one!! You're manoo!

Quickly I whipped out the ray gun! I aimed it at the figure above me! But, as I tried to squeeze the trigger, my hand started to sweat. My muscles tensed! I couldn't make myself fire the gun! I just couldn't!!

I—I can't just shoot somebody who hasn't harmed me—no matter how dangerous he's supposed to be!
Each fearful second seemed like an eternity as I tried desperately to squeeze the fatal trigger!

One blast of this ray will finish him forever! I can't do it! I just can't! It—it would be sheer murder!

Then, before my startled eyes, the figure on the catwalk began to change.

Y—you're becoming your true self!

Yes, earthling, once again I become...

So startled was I by the unearthly transformation, that the ray gun fell from my numb fingers, and—

...Manoo!

No! No! Don't--

I—I'm trapped!
THE TABLES ARE TURNED, HUMAN!!
YOU ARE POWERLESS NOW!
POWERLESS BEFORE ...
MANOO!
NOW, EARTHLING, SPEAK! WHERE DID YOU GET THIS ELECTRO-RAY GUN? WHY DID YOU TRY TO SHOOT ME?

IT WAS THE OTHER ALIEN! THE ONE WHO’S AFTER YOU! HE TOLD ME ALL ABOUT YOU—THAT YOU’RE MANOO, A CRIMINAL, AND THAT UNLESS I DESTROYED YOU, ALL EARTH WOULD BE IN DANGER!

AND YOU BELIEVED WHAT HE SAID? OF COURSE! HOW COULD YOU POSSIBLY KNOW THE TRUTH??

THE TRUTH??

YES! FOR HE IS THE CRIMINAL! I, THE ONE CALLED MANOO, AM PURSUING HIM, TO BRING HIM TO JUSTICE... TO MAKE HIM PAY FOR HIS MANY CRIMES!

IT WAS DIABOLICALLY CLEVER OF HIM, USING YOU, AN UNSUSPECTING EARTHLING, TO HOUND ME! BUT HE DIDN’T SUSPECT YOUR CONSCIENCE WOULD PREVENT YOU FROM FIRING THE RAY GUN AT ME!

YOU, BOY, HAVE SAVED ME... AND YOUR ENTIRE PLANET AS WELL! FOR IF I WERE OUT OF THE WAY, THE ONE TO WHOM YOU SPOKE WOULD HAVE ALL OF EARTH AT HIS MERCY!

BUT, HIS SINISTER PLAN FAILED, AND NOW THE TABLES ARE TURNED! NOW MANOO SHALL ENLIST YOUR AID IN CAPTURING ONE OF THE MOST DANGEROUS CRIMINALS IN THE KNOWN GALAXY!! LISTEN CAREFULLY...

I WAS CONFUSED, BEWILDERED! I DIDN’T KNOW WHICH ALIEN TO BELIEVE!! WHICH WAS TELLING THE TRUTH?? WHICH WAS LYING?? FINALLY, IN THE HOPE OF LEARNING THE ANSWER, I DECIDED TO GO ALONG WITH MANOO! I WAS TO PRETEND THAT I HAD CAPTURED HIM, AND TAKE HIM TO THE OTHER ALIEN!

DON’T STOP! KEEP WALKING!

SUDDENLY, OUT OF THE BUSHES STEPPED THE FIRST CREATURE FROM OUTER SPACE!

YOU, EARTHLING! I TOLD YOU TO DESTROY MANOO! WHY DID YOU NOT DO SO?

I THOUGHT IT WOULD BE BETTER IF YOU’D TAKE HIM BACK TO HIS OWN WORLD, WHERE HE COULD STAND TRIAL AND BE PUNISHED!

YES, EARTHLING! ANYTHING YOU SAY! JUST DO NOT SHOOT!
Trial! Prison! Bah! That is not necessary for Manoo! For him there shall be only execution! Stand aside, Earthling!

Quick boy!! The gun!

One blast of this electro-ray and Manoo will be disintegrated!

Mustn’t let either one get defeated, till I learn the truth!

Both aliens fired at the same instant, sending the two ray charges crashing into each other, forming an impenetrable wall of nuclear energy.

Neither blast of rays can pass the other! It’s a draw!

The standoff continued until both guns had exhausted their deadly contents!

I shall still defeat you, Manoo—If not with a weapon, then without a weapon!

No, villain, your days of plunder and crime are ended!

Then, the most awesome battle ever witnessed by human eyes, took place as I watched in dumb-founded amazement!
For grim minutes, neither combatant was able to get the upper hand! Then, suddenly, Manoo was tricked!!

I—I cannot see!

And so ends Manoo!!

Manoo might be the innocent one! I mustn’t let him be vanquished! Not yet!

Seizing a round stone, I hurled it...

Right on target!

Uhhh--

It staggered Manoo’s foe long enough for Manoo’s eyes to clear, and then...

Prepare for your fate now!

I’ll slay you yet, Manoo! This I vow!

But, from that moment on, Manoo had the upper hand! He kept forcing the other alien back, back, while I fearfully watched, with a silent prayer... hoping I had made the right choice!

Save yourself! Surrender— I order you!

Not yet, Manoo— Not yet—

Suddenly--

I have one trick left! The earthling!!

Ow! Stop! Don’t!
WHAA--WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO?

STILL YOUR USELESS CRIES, EARTHLING! HEAR ME, MANOO! UNLESS YOU SURRENDER TO ME, THIS EARTH CREATURE'S LIFE IS FORFEIT. NOW SPEAK!

NO, HE IS JUST A YOUTH! DO NOT HARM HIM! I WILL DO AS YOU SAY!

NOW AT LAST I KNEW THE TRUTH! MANOO, WHO WOULD SURRENDER TO HIS ENEMY TO SAVE MY LIFE, COULD NOT BE A RUTHLESS CRIMINAL! IT WAS THE OTHER ALIEN WHO WAS THE ENEMY OF EARTH!

DON'T GIVE IN TO HIM, MANOO! EVEN IF IT MEANS MY LIFE, YOU MUST STOP HIM! MY LIFE DOESN'T MATTER!

SILENCE, FOOL!

REMEMBER, MANOO! IF I SLAY HIM, IT WILL BE ON YOUR CONSCIENCE!

THAT TREE--IF I CAN JUST REACH IT!

I STRETCHED OUT UNTIL I WAS ABLE TO GRAB HOLD OF THE TREE, THEN, CLUTCHING TIGHTLY TO A LIMB, I SWUNG OUT OF THE SURPRISED ALIEN'S GRASP!

GET HIM, MANOO!

THE LAD'S FREE! NOW I'LL FINISH WHAT I STARTED!

AND FINISH IT HE DID!

YOU DESERVE NO MORE MERCY THAN YOU HAVE SHOWN!
The fight was over! Manoo had won!

You were terrific, Manoo!

But you, boy, you were the real hero! For you were willing to sacrifice your own life to save your planet! Such a noble gesture must not go unrewarded!

As I watched in silent wonder, Manoo handed me the largest gem I had ever seen...

On my planet, this is but a worthless balbule, but here on Earth, such a stone has great value! It is yours, boy!

M-Mine!!!

It must be worth millions! I'm rich!!

And now I go to where I have hidden my own ship...

With those words, Manoo took his prisoner and departed...

Farewell! Perhaps one day we shall meet again!

Goodbye, Manoo! I'll never forget you! Never!!

But for me, the story doesn't end there! A few months later, I graduated, and that was the day of reckoning!

In the fall, I'm going to Farnsworth College, the most exclusive school in the area!

The best is none too good for me! I'm going to Farnsworth, too!

Sorry you can't join us, Billy, but good things cost money!

That so? Well, I've got news for you jokers! None of you are going to Farnsworth, because the school now only admits students who can't afford to pay tuition!

I don't believe it! It can't be true!

How would Billy Jones know about it, anyway?

He should know! Jones just bought Farnsworth College! Seems the lad came into a fortune! He is now one of the richest men in the country!

It was a moment I had waited all my life for, and it was worth it! It was so well worth it!

The End
STAN WEPP stood before the lights, watched the teleprompter, the studio audience, the orchestra leader wearing the earphone headset. He glanced at the studio clock. And then he looked at the cameras he hated.

Every week he hated those cameras more, but tonight he couldn’t possibly feel more intense loathing than the boiling inside him. To Stan, the cameras were live monsters that flung him out over the thousands of network miles.

The Producer-Director stabbed his stubby finger and spoke curtly, “You’re on, Stan. Make it good!”

Stan had rehearsed well, but something was way off tonight. It seemed almost as though someone else was doing the show. His jokes came out tired. His friendly jibes at the orchestra leader sounded vicious, and following the show pattern there was a fanfare and the introduction of a famous name in the news. To the introduction came a ridiculously made-up actor who instead of looking funny appeared pitiful.

Stan’s first bit was ended. Off he went to the dressing room, grinned wryly at the paper star on his door, and went in to sit alone until his next cue. Then he went out again, did a five minute sketch with Gloria and Joe, the two regulars. Following that came an overlong filmed commercial, then the story in dance form by the dance group.

Stan, at half way time found himself thinking, as he had often lately, of the little theatres he had played in before he hit Broadway. Sometimes in those carefree days he would lay off for a week and go fishing. And thinking back he found himself dreading going out there again to face that TV camera.

Out there, the studio audience, he knew what they felt about his performance, but tonight that hardly mattered; they were but a grain of sand compared to all the rest. Just going out there again was more difficult for Stan now than performing the material that was handed to him in the form of a new script every Monday afternoon.

“I’ve had enough,” he said. “You’re had enough?”

Sharply he looked around the small dressing room. Who had spoken? There was no one. Then the buzzer sounded beside his dressing table and he was going past the busy stage hands, the electricians, the property men.

He faced the camera dressed in the costume of a pretzel peddler wheeling a pushcart. He walked slow, milking the situation for pathos, for the ridiculous, and felt the familiar warmth at the laughter he produced. Then he noticed the producer holding, out of camera range the cue card commanding the audience to “LAUGH!”

Perhaps that played a fair part in why he felt the way he did. If Stan didn’t have that clock to contend with, if he didn’t have to fight the commercial that would come at the split second, and the station call letters, he would have dropped the script that he didn’t care for and go into an inspired routine all his own, as he often did before TV and listener-poll ratings.

“Well, why don’t you?” asked the voice that had haunted him in the dressing room.

Stan looked off stage and saw the producer who had come up too fast from his recent days as assistant in a radio studio. The fellow seemed scared. Stan turned and saw the TV cameras, and he felt the great need within himself, the one reason he got into show business to be one with his audience, to really know how he was doing.

After he went off, he saw the producer and his assistant beckoning with both hands at
My name is Droom! I have the wisdom of a lama, the skills of a yogi, the powers of a mystic! In the dark shadow world of the occult, I dwell, destroying the evil, protecting the innocent!!! Danger is my task... Justice, my goal!

But this was her last reported location! If she didn’t sink, what happened to her?

It’s incredible! The world’s largest ocean liner disappears without leaving the slightest trace!

I looked everywhere I could sir! The ship just isn’t down there!

The following day at the office of the steamship line...

Extra! S.S. Luxuria vanishes at sea! Extra!

No wreckage found! Nothing! An entire ship gone!

And so many people aboard! It’s incredible!

We sent for you, Dr. Droom, because we know you deal in strange and unnatural mysteries!

You must help us locate the “Luxuria” Doctor! You must!

I’ll do whatever I can, gentlemen, I promise you!
Forty-eight hours later, Ramu, my faithful companion, and I reached the site of the disappearance!

The naval authorities searched the entire area without finding a clue!

I know, but there's always a chance I may see something which they overlooked!

The great metal hulk went down... down into the dark, unknown regions of the deep! Down... down... until suddenly... it stopped!!

The sphere's landed on something and it's stuck! I'll have to go outside and try to free it!

It's on an underwater mountain, but I think if I -- hello, what's that, sticking out of the rock? It looks like a lever!!

A mysteriously vanished ship and a mechanical lever in the rock of a submerged mountain! Could there be some fantastic link between the two things? I had to find out!!

-- It's opening the mountain!

The lever moves! It's opening--
THE ENTIRE TOP OF THE MOUNTAIN OPENED, AND THERE, IN THE YAWNING CHASM BELOW, I BEHELD THE ANSWER TO ONE OF THE WORLD'S OLDEST AND GREATEST MYSTERIES!

IT IS---IT HAS TO BE---THE LOST WORLD OF ATLANTIS!!

AND THERE'S THE "LUXURIA" ENGAGED IN A GIANT BUBBLE OF AIR!

THE HUMANS ABOARD ARE UNHARMED! THEY'RE PROTECTED BY THE AIR IN THE BUBBLE, BUT THOSE ATLANTEANS---THEY SEEM TO BE STUDYING THE SHIP AND ITS PASSENGERS!

IT WAS A STROKE OF GENIUS, KIDNAPPING A SEA VESSEL FILLED WITH SURFACE CREATURES, NOW WE MAY STUDY THEM AND OBSERVE THEIR WAYS!

A MOMENT LATER, AN IMAGE APPEARED ON A HUGE SCREEN! IT WAS THE LEADER OF THE ATLANTEANS!

STUDY THE CAPTURED CREATURES WELL, MY SUBJECTS, AND SOON WE SHALL KNOW ENOUGH ABOUT THEIR RACE TO RISE OUT OF THE SEA AND INVADE THE SURFACE WORLD! GLORY AND CONQUEST SHALL BE OURS!!

YEAAAAA!

VICTORY TO ATLANTIS!!

ENSLAVEMENT TO THE HUMANS!!

THEY WANT TO ATTACK OUR WORLD! THAT MUST NEVER COME TO PASS! SOMEHOW, THEY MUST BE STOPPED!
Suddenly, I had an idea!

Obviously the leader’s broadcast is originating from that building! If I can swim inside without being seen...

I entered the building. In it, I discovered that electronic beams were evaporating the water!

I don’t need my mask in here. That’s a lucky break for what I have in mind!

I stole along the corridor until I came to the broadcasting room. Then, I flung open the door!

A surface creature!

Seize the human!

They attacked! They were strong and vicious, but they were also clumsy. Using the art of judo, I was more than a match for them.

The human is everywhere at once!

All our power seems useless against him!

Uhhhh...

As soon as I defeated them, I grabbed the leader of the Atlanteans. Now was the moment for the greatest of my abilities—hypnotism!

Look deep into my eyes... you are growing sleepy... sleepy... you are in my power...

I am in your power...

I put the leader into a trance! Then I gave him instructions, which the hypnotism made him unable to resist.

You will pay attention to the next face you see here! You will listen carefully to him—and do exactly what he says!

A moment later, I appeared on the screen! My intent... to defeat forever the Atlantean invasion! My weapon: a gold medallion!

Watch the spinning object... keep your eyes fixed on the spinning object!

I’m becoming drowsy... so tired... tired...
Within minutes, I had hypnotized the entire Atlantean population! Then I told them the lie... the lie that would save mankind!

No living creatures on the surface world! No inhabitants! Nothing but wasteland! You must believe this! You must believe it even after you awaken... believe it for all time!

Then I hypnotized the humans on the captive ocean liner! When the air bubble bursts, you will forget all that happened beneath the sea! You will not even remember being beneath the sea.

While the Atlanteans and the humans were still in a trance, I swam to the giant air bubble mechanism, and released it!!

The bubble will carry the ship gently to the surface again.

Slowly, steadily, the enormous bubble floated up... up... until it made contact with the world of light and air, and then it simply burst into nothingness!

There it goes, right out of the mountain and away from Atlantis forever.

POP

I don't know! I think I've been asleep awhile.

The sea looks beautiful! What a calm, restful cruise this has been!

Yes, I intend making this voyage again next year!

I made them forget everything! For it is best that mankind never learns of Atlantis! Such knowledge would only make the human race apprehensive -- afraid to travel the seas!

You have spoken wisely, Doctor Droom.

Suddenly the ship had merely gone off course? That's nonsense! Then I know there's more to the story than that.

But we can't prove it! The S.S. Luxuria's back now, safe and sound, and I guess that's all that matters.

The end.
the audience to “Applaud.”

This was a big thing. Stan was a big thing, but it wasn’t what he wanted. He didn’t want to be a thing. He wanted to be Stan Wepp, alive before his audience. He didn’t want to get to them through TV tubes and electronic gadgets. He wanted to meet his audience, to please them, or knowing he had failed try harder next time, or go fishing.

Let others who wanted the fame and the glory and big tax payments on huge sums earned, have it. Stan wanted a way out.

In the dressing room he heard the voice again answering his thoughts: “This isn’t for you.” He looked around for the source of the voice. He wasn’t imagining it. That voice was real.

“I need a vacation,” Stan told himself. But he knew that he couldn’t just take off. There was too much involved. He didn’t belong to himself. The sponsor was involved, and there were contracts, and time on the air committed by legal mumbo jumbo haggled for, and arranged at wrangling meetings over cocktails and in board rooms.

“I’m just a trooper, a clown who wants to make people laugh and have a good time doing it,” he told himself. And he knew he was trapped by big money, by ambitious men. But that was not why he was in show business. “I’d be in it if I had to work for pretzels!” And he thought of how he would have done that last skit.

The producer entered his dressing room. “You all right, Stan?” he asked. “You’re not killing ’em tonight. Your rating dropped five points last week. Hit ’em with all you got next time out.” And the buzzer sounded. The producer pleaded with him and commanded him. And Stan hated it all. He wanted the easy friendliness he had known in the small theatres through Oregon, Washington, Utah and down through the Southwest.

Out on the stage, he was star-
sound itself. He felt the in-
vigorating wind, the hum of speed. And as he passed over houses, he heard spontaneous laughter and wondered what had happened to him.

He faded. He was lying, sleeping, but coming awake. Slowly he opened his eyes. He saw the faded wallpaper, the iron bedstead, the washtub on the dresser. He looked outside the window and saw a mining town that hadn’t changed in a hundred years. And he felt free. Stan felt that this was where he wanted to be. This was where he belonged now.

That was last year when that occurred. Back in the studios and agencies, they still talk about what could possibly have happened to Stan Wepp. What made a man, riding the top crest, throw it all over and disappear?

Stan Wepp . . . he calls himself George Pegg now . . . is grateful to TV for bringing him back to where he wants to be, and the strange, unbelievable electronic way it did that. “Maybe top TV ratings are what others want,” he says, “but it isn’t what I want. I have what I want.”

And Stan goes out onto the stages of the small theatres, and the dance halls and meeting houses, and plays to audiences of three hundred, and he really rolls them out in the aisles, and they love him!

THE END  J-214
The automatic car wash drive-in was a real money making business, there in Midville...

Drive right in!

Automatic Car Wash

...And Rocky Baines, the manager of the business, had a scheme to make more money than his normal salary...

This guy's gonna be a cinch to take!

Rocky's method was simple...

He looked back and saw the driveway was all clear! Now he's backing out! Here goes!

Yeoww!!

My leg!

It's all your fault! You weren't looking!! I'll sue you for every cent you've got!

Sue me? Oh, my goodness!

Look, we can settle this ourselves! Your leg's not busted! Suppose I give you this (gulp) fifty dollars--?

Well, I don't wanna cause trouble! Okay, buddy, make it sixty-five bucks and I'll forget the whole thing!
IT WORKED!!
HA, HA! EASIEST
DOUGH I EVER
MADE!!

SO, WHENEVER HE HAD A CHANCE, THE UN-
SCRUPULOUS ROCKY WENT INTO HIS ACT!

YEOWW!
MY
HIP!

SCREEEEECH

Unfortunately, it was usually little
people, timid and scared, who suffered!
But Rocky didn’t care...
I--I’ve only got this
forty dollars! I’ve
been saving it...

Okay, lady, hand
it over! I’ll be
big-hearted and
I won’t ask for
any more!

But all things must come to an end, and
so, one day...

Man, look at that car!
Must be a foreign job! It sure
needs a wash!

WOW! That guy was
just made to order
for me! This’ll be
a breeze!

Just drive it
here, sir!

Careful! Don’t
hit that drum!

He turned his head
and he’s swinging
the car this way!
Perfect!
Oooh!! You ran over my foot!

Why didn't you watch where you were driving?

Oh, dear! I was trying to miss that drum... like you told me!

You'll be sorry! I'm gonna sue you for all you're worth! An injury like this is worth a fortune!

Fortune? But I have no money!

Don't give me that! You drive a fancy foreign car! A jazzy number like that musta cost a fortune!

Well then, suppose you take the car, if that will satisfy you...

I was thru with it anyway!

Huh?

He--he gave it to me! A car like that! He musta been even more scared than I thought! What a lucky break for me!
Meanwhile, as the "victim" takes his leave...

Now why would he have wanted that car? It will only take him back to where I just escaped from! Oh well...

Wowee! What a snazzy job! And it's all mine!

Hey! How come there's no steering wheel or dash board? Nothing! How does the blamed thing work?

Wha-?? I'm rising... Clear off the ground!!!

What's goin' on??

It's flying! No!! No!! Come back--wait!! Help!!

WHERE--(sob) Where is it going? Where?

To prison, Rocky... to a far-away prison, where you will pay for your crimes!! After all, Rocky, one prison is as good as another!

THE END